MV-algebras can be treated as non-commutative generalizations of boolean algebras. The probability theory of MV-algebras was developed as a generalization of the boolean algebraic probability theory. For both theories the notions of state and observable were introduced by abstracting the properties of the Kolmogorov's probability measure and the classical random variable. Similarly, as in the case of the classical Kolmogorov's probability, the notion of independence is considered. In the framework of the MV-algebraic probability theory many important theorems (as the individual ergodic theorem and the laws of large numbers for observables) were proved. In particular, the central limit theorem (CLT) for sequences of independent and identically distributed observables was considered. In this paper, for triangular arrays of independent, not necessarily identically distributed observables of MV-algebras, we have proved the Lindeberg and the Lyapunov central limit theorems, and the Feller theorem. To show that the generalization proposed by us is essential, we discuss examples of applications of the proved MV-algebraic versions of theorems.
INTRODUCTION
Introduction of the notion of MV-algebras by Chang in [5] was an important contribution to the theory of algebraic systems, especially to the ℵ 0 -valued propositional calculus developed in [10] and [30] . MV-algebras can be considered as non-commutative generalizations of boolean algebras. The literature concerning the general theory of MValgebras is very rich and it contains many interesting results (see e. g., [7] and references therein). Special cases of the general MV-algebras are the MV-algebras of fuzzy sets.
Fundamentals of the boolean algebraic probability theory were created by Carathéodory and von Neumann. In [4] Carathéodory presented basic notions of point-free probability. The author replaced probability measures on σ-algebras, considered in the classical Kolmogorov theory, by strictly positive probability measures defined on σ-complete boolean algebras. In contradistinction to classical random variables, which are measurable realvalued functions defined on the event space Ω, their algebraic counterparts are functions from the borelian σ-algebra B(R) into the σ-boolean algebra of events. In turn, Birkhoff DOI: 10.14736/kyb-2015- and von Neumann in [3] identified properties of a quantum system S with projections in the algebra B(H) of continuous linear operators on the Hilbert space H of the system S (or equivalently with elements of the space L H of closed linear subspaces of H). In the Birkhoff-von Neumann approach, observables of S were built of the projections and a state (corresponding to the "physical state" of S) was defined as a map m : L H → [0, 1] satisfying the following conditions: (i) m(H) = 1; (ii) if (A n ) ⊂ L H and A n are pairwise orthogonal, then
where ∞ n=1 A n is the closed linear subspace of H generated by the union ∞ n=1 A n . However, for systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom (e. g., occurring in quantum statistical mechanics and quantum field theory) the Hilbert space representation is not unique (see [28] ). On the other hand, when quantum mechanical events are described only vaguely, a fuzzy approach should be incorporated to the model (see [8] ). Therefore besides quantum logics considered in [9, 18, 29, 31] as orthomodular posets, fuzzy models of quantum mechanics were studied in many papers. Piasecki in [17] introduced the notion of P-measure defined on a family of fuzzy subsets of a given set. Riečan in [22] used this fuzzy measure for building the theory of F-quantum spaces. The mentioned theory was further developed by many authors (e. g., Chovanec, Dvurečenskij, and Mesiar in [8, 11] ). In the fuzzy quantum logic model the Zadeh connectives, used in F-quantum spaces, were replaced by their Lukasiewicz counterparts (see [20, 21] ). Riečan in [23] introduced the notion of observables to the model. For details concerning the theories of F-quantum spaces and fuzzy quantum logics, we refer the reader to [29] and references therein.
The fuzzy quantum logic of all measurable functions with values in the interval [0, 1] can be considered as a prototype of a general MV-algebra. The possibilities of application of MV-algebras for the description of quantum mechanical systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom were discussed in [28] . In the probability theory of MV-algebras, being a generalization of the boolean algebraic probability theory, the notions of state and observable were introduced, similarly to the algebraic probability case, by abstracting the properties of probability measure and classical random variable. In the literature two notions of a state of an MV-algebra M are considered. The first one, introduced in [14] , is a normalized additive functional s : M → [0, 1], for which σ-additivity is not assumed. However, the σ-additivity of s is recovered via the Kroupa-Panti theorem (see e. g., [15] ) and Riesz representation. The second notion of state is used in the present paper, similarly as in [28] , and it corresponds to σ-states in von Neumann algebras. In this case a state s : M → [0, 1] is assumed to be a normalized σ-additive functional. A probability MV-algebra is a pair (M, m), where M is a σ-complete MV-algebra and m : M → [0, 1] is a faithful state on M . Then for each observable x : B (R) → M , the composite map m x : B (R) → [0, 1], defined by the equality m x (A) = m (x (A)) for each A ∈ B (R), is a probability measure.
The most essential results in the MV-algebraic probability theory were obtained by Riečan. One of the most important theorems of the probability theory is the central limit theorem. The authors in [29] considered a probability MV-algebra (M, m) and a sequence of independent observables of M with the same distribution, such that their expected value and variance were equal to a ∈ R and σ 2 > 0, respectively. They proved that, for all t ∈ R,
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Summarization of main results of the MV-algebraic probability theory, including the mentioned above version of the central limit theorem, the laws of large numbers, and the individual ergodic theorem one can find in [27, 28, 29] . In [24] the central limit theorem (CLT) for independent, identically distributed observables was proved in a more general setting. A variant of the martingale convergence theorem for MV-algebras of fuzzy sets was proved in [25] . The existing MV-algebraic probability theory was also applied in the Atanassov's IFS setting (see e. g., [26] ), which shows the possibility of further development of this theory. There are also many interesting results of other authors concerning (σ-additive) states and observables of MV-algebras (see e. g., Chovanec [6] , Mesiar [12] , and Pulmannová [19] ). In this paper we consider limit behavior of the row sums of triangular arrays of independent MV-observables. The aim of the paper is to prove general versions of the central limit theorem for MV-observables, i. e., the Lindeberg CLT and the Lyapounov CLT. Moreover, we prove an MV-algebraic version of the Feller theorem, which is a converse of the Lindeberg CLT for null arrays of observables. Considering different distributions in the central limit theorem is important from the application's point of view (see e. g., [16] ). To illustrate the fact that our generalization is essential, we present two examples of the application of the Lindeberg and the Lyapounov CLT for sequences of observables with convergent scaled sums. The first example concerns a sequence of observables with discrete distributions, satisfying the Lyapounov condition. In the second one, the distributions of observables are continuous, the Lindeberg condition holds and simultaneously the Lyapounov condition fails. To our best knowledge such an example has been never proposed, even in the classical probability theory. In both cases observables have different distributions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries from the classical probability theory and the theory of MV-algebras. Main results are included in Section 3, where the MV-algebraic versions of the Lindeberg CLT, Lyapounov's CLT, and the Feller theorem are proved. Examples of applications of the limit theorems are presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains conclusions.
PRELIMINARIES

The classical central limit theorems
We introduce a necessary theoretical base of our further considerations.
We denote by N the set of all positive integers. Let X be a non-empty set. A class X of subsets of X is called a σ-algebra if it contains X itself and is closed under the formation of complements and countable unions, i. e.,
A measurable space is a pair (X, X ) consisting of a non-empty set X and a σ-algebra X of subsets of X.
Let (X, X ) and (X , X ) be two measurable spaces. A mapping T : X → X is measurable X /X if T −1 (A ) ∈ X for each A ∈ X . We call a set function µ : X → [0, ∞] a measure and a triple (X, X , µ) a measure space if (X, X ) is a measurable space and
In particular, µ is a probability measure if µ (X) = 1. Then (X, X , µ) is a probability space.
Let {k n } n∈N be a fixed sequence of positive integers such that lim n→∞ k n = ∞. Let Ω (n) , S (n) , P (n) n∈N be a sequence of probability spaces. For each n ∈ N and a real-valued random variable X on Ω (n) , S (n) , P (n) , we denote by E (n) X the expected value of X and by D 2 (n) X the variance of X with respect to P (n) . Definition 2.1. Let, for each positive integer n ∈ N, {X n1 , X n2 , . . . , X nkn } be a sequence of independent real-valued random variables on Ω (n) , S (n) , P (n) . Then
is called a triangular array of independent random variables.
We present a slightly modified versions of the Lindeberg CLT, the Lyapunov CLT, and the Feller theorem formulated in [1] . We assume more generally that expected values of X nj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k n , n ∈ N, are not necessarily equal to zero. Definition 2.2. Let {X nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent random variables such that
(1)
Let {Y n } ∞ n=0 be a collection of random variables and let F n denote the cumulative distribution functions of
where C (F 0 ) = {t ∈ R : F 0 is continuous at t}.
We will write
converge in distribution to a random variable Y 0 and Y 0 has the standard normal distribution N (0, 1).
For details concerning the convergence in distribution, we refer the reader to [1] .
be a triangular array of independent random variables satisfying (1) and the Lindeberg condition (2). Then
In the next definition we introduce the Lyapunov condition.
Definition 2.4.
A triangular array {X nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N of independent random variables satisfying (1) is said to satisfy the Lyapunov condition if there exists δ > 0 such that
Theorem 2.5. (Lyapounov CLT) Let {X nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent random variables satisfying (1) and Lyapounov's condition (3). Then
The following Feller theorem can be treated as converse of the Lindeberg CLT.
Theorem 2.6. (Feller) Let {X nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent random variables satisfying (1) and such that, for each ε > 0,
in distribution, then the Lindeberg condition (2) is satisfied.
MV-algebras
Basic MV-algebraic notions and preliminary results concerning MV-algebras one can find in [7] (see also [13] ). However, for benefit of the reader, we recall some of them in this subsection. We also present basic elements of the MV-algebraic probability theory from [28] with minor modifications.
Definition 2.7. An MV-algebra (M, 0, 1, ¬, ⊕, ) is a system where M is a non-empty set, the operation ⊕ is associative-commutative with a neutral element 0, ¬0 = 1, ¬1 = 0, and additionally, for all x, y ∈ M x ⊕ 1 = 1,
and for the operation x y = ¬ (¬x ⊕ ¬y) .
In every MV-algebra (M, 0, 1, ¬, ⊕, ) the relation ≤ given by
is a partial order. Furthermore, the operations ∨ and ∧ given by
make M into a distributive lattice (called the underlying lattice of M ) with least element 0 and greatest element 1.
Definition 2.8. An MV-algebra M is σ-complete if its underlying lattice is σ-complete, i. e., every non-empty countable subset of M has the supremum in M . An MV-algebra M is complete if every non-empty subset of M has the supremum in M .
We will use the following notations. Let {A n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence of subsets of a set X.
with respect to the underlying order of M .
As noted above, in the present paper we use the σ-additive states. (iii) if a n a, then m (a n ) m (a) .
We say that m is faithful if m (x) = 0 whenever x = 0 and x ∈ M . Definition 2.10. A probability MV-algebra is a pair (M, m), where M is a σ-complete MV-algebra and m is a faithful state on M .
Each probability MV-algebra is complete (see [15] , Theorem 13.8).
Let n ∈ N and P be the family of bounded rectangles of the form
The σ-algebra B(R n ) of Borel subsets of R n is the σ-algebra generated by P (i. e., the smallest σ-algebra of subsets of R n containing P).
Definition 2.11. Let M be a σ-complete MV-algebra. An n-dimensional observable of M is a map x : B (R n ) → M satisfying the following conditions:
(ii) whenever A, B ∈ B (R n ) and A ∩ B = ∅, then 
is a probability measure on B (R n ).
P r o o f . It suffices to prove the following two conditions for the set function m x :
Condition i) follows straightforwardly from the definition of state and observable.
To prove condition ii), we define
Clearly, E n A and therefore, from the definition of state and observable,
Moreover, for each k ≥ 2,
Therefore
Applying (5) for k = n, n − 1, . . . , 2, we obtain the equality
Finally, from formulas (6) and (4),
which ends the proof of condition ii).
Definition 2.13. Let (M, m) be a probability MV-algebra. Let x : B (R) → M be an observable of M . Then x is said to be integrable in (M, m), and we write x ∈ L 1 m , if the expectation
exists. We say that x is square-integrable in (M, m), and we write x ∈ L 2 m , if R t 2 m x (dt) exists. Then the variance of x also exists and is described by the equality
More generally, we write
Definition 2.14. Let (M, m) be a probability MV-algebra. We say that observables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n are independent (with respect to m) if there exists an n-dimensional observable h :
for all C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n ∈ B (R).
Remark 2.15. Let x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n : B (R) → M be independent observables in a probability MV-algebra (M, m). Let g : R n → R be a Borel measurable function and let h :
is an observable.
CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR OBSERVABLES OF MV-ALGEBRAS
In this section we present and prove the main theorems of this paper. At the beginning we recall the following theorem (see [2] , Theorem 16.12) concerning the change of variable for integrals. Let (X, X ) and (X , X ) be measurable spaces. Assume that a function T : X → X is X /X measurable. For a measure µ on X we define a measure µT −1 on X by the equality
Theorem 3.1. Let f : X → R be an X -measurable function. If f is non-negative, then
A function f (not necessarily non-negative) is integrable with respect to µT −1 if and only if f T is integrable with respect to µ, in which case (7) and
hold. Moreover, for any non-negative f , identity (8) always holds.
The following lemma, which is a consequence of the above theorem, shows the form of the expected value of a Borel function of an observable. Lemma 3.2. Let ϕ be an R-valued Borel function, which domain is the whole set of real numbers R, x : B (R) → M be an observable of a probability MV-algebra (M, m) and y = ϕ(x) = x • ϕ −1 . Then E (y) exists if and only if R |ϕ (t) |m x (dt) < ∞ and then the following equality holds
P r o o f . We apply directly Theorem 3.1 for (X, X ) = (X , X ) = (R, B (R)), T = ϕ, and f (t) = t. Theorem 2.12 implies that µ = m x is a probability measure. Moreover, by direct computations we obtain the equality µT −1 = m ϕ(x) = m y , which ends the proof.
The above lemma gives the possibility to compute expected values of Borel functions of observables used in MV-algebraic versions of the Lindeberg and Lyapounov conditions. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2 we obtain the following equality for variance of any
Let {k n } n∈N be a fixed sequence of positive integers such that lim n→∞ k n = ∞. To formulate general versions of central limit theorems for observables of MV-algebras we need to introduce some additional notations and definitions.
Let M (n) , m (n) n∈N be a sequence of probability MV-algebras. For each n ∈ N and observable x : B (R) → M (n) , we denote by E (n) (x) the expected value of x and by D 2 (n) (x) the variance of x with respect to m (n) .
Let n ∈ N, x : B (R) → M (n) be an observable of M (n) , and x ∈ L 2 m (n)
. Then for each s > 0, the following R-valued function is well-defined (see Lemma 3.2):
Definition 3.3. Let, for each positive integer n ∈ N, {x n1 , x n2 , . . . , x nkn } be a sequence of independent (with respect to m (n) ) observables of the MV-algebra M (n) . Then {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N is called a triangular array of independent observables. Definition 3.4. Let {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent observables such that
Then {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N is said to satisfy the Lindeberg condition if for each ε > 0
Definition 3.5. Let M (n) , m (n) n∈N be a sequence of probability MV-algebras. Let x n : B (R) → M (n) n∈N be a sequence of observables. The sequence {x n } ∞ n=1 is convergent in distribution to a function F :
Definition 3.6. Let, for each n ∈ N and C = kn j=1 C j , where C j ∈ B (R), 1 ≤ j ≤ k n , the probability measure P (n) : B R kn → [0, 1] be defined by the equality
Then R kn , B R kn , P (n) n∈N is a sequence of probability spaces. For each n ∈ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ k n , we define random variables ι n j and random vectorsῑ n j on the probability space R kn , B R kn , P (n) by
In what follows we denote by E P (n) and by D 2,P (n) expected value and variance with respect to P (n) , respectively. Let, for each n ∈ N, h n : B R kn → M (n) be the joint observable of the sequence x n1 , x n2 , . . . , x nkn , f n : R kn → R be the function of the form f n (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t kn ) =
s n and ϕ n : B (R) → M (n) be the observable defined, according to the schema described in Remark 2.15, by the equality ϕ n = h n • f −1 n . We attempt to formulate an MV-algebraic version of the Lindeberg CLT. In the proof we adopt the approach applied in [28] .
Theorem 3.7. (Lindeberg CLT) Let {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent observables satisfying (9) and the Lindeberg condition (10) . Then
P r o o f . For each n ∈ N, we consider the probability space R kn , B R kn , P (n) and the random variable η n : R kn → R defined by the equality
Our aim is to prove that, for each t ∈ R,
where
2 du. Let t ∈ R. Clearly,
From (11) it follows that, for n ∈ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ k n , the random variables ι n j are independent, have distribution m (n) xnj , and
Moreover,
Finally, Theorem 2.3 implies convergence of (12) to Φ (t) as n → ∞.
We now introduce the Lyapunov condition for observables of MV-algebras.
Definition 3.8. Let {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent observables (described by Definition 3.3 ), fulfilling condition (9) . Then the array {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } satisfies the Lyapunov condition if there exists δ > 0 such that
Theorem 3.9. (Lyapounov CLT) Let {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent observables satisfying (9) and Lyapounov's condition (13) . Then
P r o o f . We use the Lindeberg CLT. For each observable y :
m , of a probability MV-algebra (M, m) and θ > 0, we define an observable ϕ θ (y) by the formula: ϕ θ (y) = y 2 I |y|>θ . Moreover, if additionally y ∈ L 2+δ m for δ > 0, then, by Lemma 3.2,
We will show that the triangular array of observables {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N satisfies the Lindeberg condition. Since, for each ε > 0,
applying the inequality (14), we obtain
Since the right side of the above inequality converges to 0 as n tends to infinity, L n (ε) − −− → n→∞ 0, which ends the proof.
Similarly as the Feller theorem in the classical probability theory, its following MValgebraic version shows that under some conditions on a triangular array of observables, the Lindeberg condition is necessary for the convergence of their scaled row sums to the standard normal distribution. Theorem 3.10. (Feller) Let {x nj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k n } n∈N be a triangular array of independent observables satisfying (9) and such that, for each ε > 0,
in distribution, then the Lindeberg condition (10) is satisfied.
P r o o f . We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 3.7. For each positive integer n, the random variables ι are independent, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k n ι n j has distribution m (n) xnj , and
by the classical Feller theorem, the Lindeberg condition is satisfied, i. e.,
The equality
also implies the convergence
which ends the proof.
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
As it was shown in the proof of Theorem 3.9, the Lyapunov condition implies the Lindeberg condition. In this section we present two examples of arrays of observables with convergent scaled row sums. The CLT version proved in [29] cannot be applied for them, since they are not identically distributed. In the first case the considered observables have discrete distributions and the Lyapunov condition is satisfied. In the second case the distributions of observables are continuous, defined by a series of functions. We show that the Lindeberg condition is satisfied and simultaneously the Lyapounov condition fails. In both cases we consider observables taking values in the same probability MValgebra (M, m), where M = [0, 1] is the real unit interval equipped with the operations ¬, ⊕, given by formulas:
and m is the faithful state of the form m (t) = t. Moreover, we assume that x nj = x j and k n = n for each n ∈ N.
Array of observables satisfying the Lyapunov condition
Let E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, e 1 = −1, e 2 = 0, e 3 = 1, and
We define the sequence of observables We assume that {x j } j∈N are independent, and for each n ∈ N, the joint observable
, as the product measure, is described, for each A ∈ B (R n ), by the formula h n (A) = (ei 1 ,ei 2 ,...,ei n )∈A Finally, by Theorem 3.9,
in distribution.
Array of observables with not well-defined Lyapunov's condition
Let, for each a ∈ where C (a j , i) is a positive constant. Thus E |x (aj ) | 2+δ does not exist.
CONCLUSIONS
In the paper we formulated and proved MV-algebraic versions of the Lindeberg CLT, the Lyapunov CLT, and the Feller theorem. The mentioned theorems are essential generalizations of the known result concerning convergence in distribution of scaled sums of independent, identically distributed observables. In particular, the theory considered in the paper can be used for the MV-algebras of fuzzy sets, which are special cases of the general MV-algebras. We presented examples of applications of the obtained by us results for not identically distributed observables. Our future work will concern further development of MV-algebraic probability theory and studying its applicability to Atanassov's IFS.
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